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Handbook on Urban  
Social Policies
International Perspectives on 
Multilevel Governance and Local 
Welfare
Edited by Yuri Kazepov, University of 
Vienna, Austria, Eduardo Barberis, 
University of Urbino Carlo Bo, Italy, 
Roberta Cucca, University of Life Sciences, 
Norway and Elisabetta Mocca, University of 
Vienna, Austria
‘Urban contexts have been major sites for 
the emergence of new social risks and the 
reconfiguration of welfare in terms of actors, 
governance and modes of provision. This 
impressive Handbook elucidates ongoing transformations, through a 
collection of up-to-date analyses and a path breaking dialogue between 
different disciplinary perspectives.’ 

– Maurizio Ferrera, University of Milan, Italy 

2022 480 pp Hardback 978 1 78811 614 5 £200.00 / $290.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Urban Studies series

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Handbook on Intervention  
and Statebuilding
Edited by Nicolas Lemay-Hébert, 
Australian National University
‘Nicolas Lemay-Hébert is to be 
congratulated for producing this 
critical Handbook on Intervention and 
Statebuilding. It challenges conventional 
and failed perspectives on state building, 
nation building and society building. There 
are more women theorists in this book than 
men. Their distinctive feminist perspectives 
challenge outmoded 19th and 20th century 
masculinist views on the state, state building 
and nation building. The result is a refreshing, inclusive reframing of 
state-society relations and a prudential approach to intervention.’

– Kevin P. Clements, University of Otago, New Zealand

2019 368 pp Hardback 978 1 78811 622 0 £165.00 / $255.00 
2022 Paperback 978 1 0353 0084 6 £35.00 / $50.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

 
 

The European Union as a Global 
Counter-Terrorism Actor
Christian Kaunert, Dublin City University, 
Republic of Ireland and University of 
South Wales, Alex MacKenzie, University of 
Liverpool and Sarah Léonard, University of 
the West of England, UK
‘If in doubt whether the European Union 
is a capable global counter-terrorism 
actor, read this excellent book written 
by top-notch experts. Starting from 
the perspectives of securitization and 
actorhood, you are guided through the 
complex history of EU counter-terrorism, 
demonstrating how terrorism strongly 
propelled institutionalization, coordination and legislation in the 
EU internal security theatre. With mounting concerns about violent 
extremism, disinformation campaigns and hybrid conflicts, this 
scholarly book offers crucial insights for the future of Europe’s security 
architecture.’

– Monica den Boer, Netherlands Defence Academy

Aug 2022  192 pp  Hardback  978 1 78254 827 0  £80.00 / $115.00.  
eBook • Elgaronline
European Security and Justice Critiques series

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Handbook on Gender in Asia
Edited by Shirlena Huang, National 
University of Singapore and Kanchana N. 
Ruwanpura, University of Edinburgh, UK
‘Handbook on Gender in Asia provides 
a nuanced understanding of gender in 
multiple Asian contexts. Content covers the 
global politics and privilege of research 
and publishing and the emerging issue of 
population ageing, health and elder care. 
Gender and mobility figure strongly in a 
section on migration and transnational 
families, and authors examine gendered 
labor in formal as well as informal, 
precarious employment. This valuable 
compilation will appeal to readers seeking multidisciplinary materials 
and engaging, reflexive voices of non-Western scholars.’

 – Michele R. Gamburd, Portland State University, US

2020  456 pp  Hardback  978 1 78811 290 1  £160.00 / $235.00 
2022  Paperback  978 1 0353 0020 4  £40.00 / $60.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
International Handbooks on Gender series
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Public Policy and Private 
International Law
A Comparative Guide
Edited by Olaf Meyer, Frankfurt University 
of Applied Sciences, Germany
‘There is nothing more national in private 
international law than the public policy 
exception and its application. This book 
contains a recent account of how far legal 
systems are prepared to apply foreign law 
and to disregard their domestic private law 
values. A valuable tool for academics and 
practitioners forged by excellent authors.’

– Anatol Dutta, Ludwig Maximilians 
University of Munich, Germany

Sept 2022  512 pp Hardback  978 1 78990 265 5  c £180.00 / c $255.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Comparative Guides

TEXTBOOK

Advanced Introduction  
to Social Capital
Karen S. Cook, Stanford University, US
‘In recent years, the concept of social 
capital has become a widely cited but often 
misused black box deployed willy-nilly to 
explain any number of societal outcomes. 
Karen S. Cook’s masterful Advanced 
Introduction to Social Capital fills in the 
black box by providing much needed 
theoretical and substantive clarity about 
what social capital is, where it comes from, 
and how it can function for good or for ill in 
contemporary human societies.’
– Douglas S. Massey, The Princeton School of 

Public and International Affairs, US

Sept 2022  c 160 pp  Hardback 978 1 78990 267 9  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
Sept 2022  Paperback  978 1 78990 269 3  c £15.95 / c $24.95 
eTextbook
Elgar Advanced Introductions series
Course leaders – access your examination copy

Elgar Encyclopedia  
of Human Rights
Edited by Christina Binder, University 
of the Bundeswehr Munich, Germany, 
Manfred Nowak, University of Vienna, 
Austria and Global Campus of Human 
Rights, Italy, Jane A.Hofbauer and Philipp 
Janig, University of the Bundeswehr 
Munich, Germany

The Elgar Encyclopedia of Human Rights is 
the most comprehensive reference work 
in the field of international human rights 
protection.

Comprising over 340 entries, presented 
alphabetically, and available online and in 
print, the Encyclopedia addresses the full range of themes associated 
with the study and practice of human rights in the modern world. 

Four volume set  Sept 2022  2348 pp  
Hardback  978 1 78990 361 4  c £1,350.00 / c $1,850.00 
Elgaronline
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Smart Policies for  
Societies in Transition
The Innovation Challenge 
of Inclusion, Resilience and 
Sustainability
Edited by Mats Benner, Lund University 
School of Economics and Management, 
Göran Marklund, VINNOVA, Swedish 
Governmental Agency for Innovation 
Systems and Sylvia Schwaag Serger, Lund 
University, Sweden
‘This is a fascinating book about 
innovation policy that goes beyond the 
narrow focus on economic growth or 
international competition.  It offers fresh new insight and ideas about the 
transformative role that smart policies can play in addressing a broader 
set of social, economic, and ecological challenges we face. It is a must 
read for not only scholars but also policy practitioners who care about 
innovation and its broad impact on society.’

– Xue Lan, Tsinghua University, China

2022  264 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 080 8  £95.00 / $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Reconfigurations of Authority, 
Power and Territoriality
Emerging Governance Challenges
Edited by Stephen J. Rosow, State 
University of New York, Oswego and 
George Andreopoulos, The City University 
of New York, US
‘A uniquely sophisticated study of global 
politics and governance, Reconfigurations 
of Authority, Power and Territoriality 
pursues its aims with a depth and intensity 
that never loses sight of the real relations 
that shape our world today. Attuned to 
the interplay of power, ideas, and norms, 
Reconfigurations offers a guide to thinking 
about the crucial transformations underway in the global realm.’

– Robert Latham, York University, Canada

2022  160 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 768 5  £75.00 / $109.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

The Governance of Global 
Industry Associations
The Role of Micro-Politics
Karsten Ronit, University of Copenhagen, 
Denmark 
‘This is a seminal analysis of a neglected 
but increasingly crucial field in today’s 
world political economy. Global industry 
associations not only form structurally 
complex and powerful linkage organizations 
among diverse economic sectors and 
levels, they are also at the core of the 
transnational micro- and meso-politics of 
the 21st century.’
– Philip G. Cerny, University of Manchester, UK and Rutgers University, US

Aug 2022  240 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 055 2  £85.00 / $125.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Politics and Business series
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Handbook on the Governance of 
Sustainable Development
Edited by Duncan Russel and  
Nick Kirsop-Taylor, University of Exeter, UK
‘It is abundantly clear that sustainability 
transformations will not happen of their 
own accord; they must be actively guided 
by coalitions of actors working together. 
This wonderful new Handbook brings the 
challenges of governing for sustainability 
into sharp focus, drawing on practical 
insights of transformations in many 
different sectors, countries and levels of 
governing.’

– Andrew Jordan, University of  
East Anglia, UK

2022  352 pp. Hardback  978 1 78990 431 4  £155.00  $220.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Handbooks in Development

Handbook on the  
Water-Energy-Food Nexus
Edited by Floor Brouwer, Wageningen 
Research, the Netherlands
‘The evidence is clear that understanding 
the trade-offs and synergies among 
the water, energy, food and ecosystems 
sectors can contribute to socio-economic 
resilience and environmental sustainability. 
Floor Brouwer has produced a compelling 
collection of readings that offer a 
comprehensive insight into the WEFE nexus. 
This Handbook offers chapters on a variety 
of nexus topics covering conceptual set-ups, 
systems approaches, methods, capacity 
development, knowledge transfer, governance and policy. This book will 
become an essential reference for practitioners and researchers alike.’

– Maria Vrachioli, Technical University of Munich, Germany

Aug 2022  448 pp Hardback  978 1 83910 054 3  £195.00 / $285.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Handbook of Critical 
Environmental Politics
Edited by Luigi Pellizzoni, University of 
Pisa, Emanuele Leonardi, University of 
Bologna and Viviana Asara, University of 
Ferrara, Italy
‘This magnificent Handbook shows how 21st 
century politics occupies the interstices of 
everyday life – from the digitised molecule 
to the spouse tax; from geopower to post-
work. The editors are relational thinkers, well 
aware that the environment, so-called, is 
not the same as ’nature’; rather, their title 
conveys an academic field subjecting itself 
to a reflexive process of decolonisation.’ 

– Ariel Salleh, Nelson Mandela University, South Africa

Sept 2022  c 672 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 066 6  c £240.00 / c $345.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Handbooks in Energy, the Environment and Climate Change
 

Handbook of Research Methods 
in International Relations
Edited by R. Joseph Huddleston, Seton 
Hall University, Thomas Jamieson, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha and 
Patrick James, University of Southern 
California, US
‘Handbook of Research Methods in 
International Relations is a superb 
Handbook that offers students and scholars 
a highly useful guide for conducting 
research in International Relations. The 
chapters are expertly written and address 
a wide range of methods in IR – from 
formal modeling to critical theory. With its 
emphasis on the relevance and evaluation 
of results, the Handbook also serves as an invaluable starting point for 
producing engaged research into today’s issues, trends, and crises.’ 

– Steven C. Roach, University of South Florida, US

Aug 2022  800 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 100 7  £270.00 / $390.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Research Handbook  
on Trade Wars
Edited by Ka Zeng, University of Arkansas 
and Wei Liang, Middlebury Institute of 
International Studies at Monterey, US
‘The chapters in this impressive Research 
Handbook range from deeper dives into 
particular trade spats to higher-altitude 
analyses of their causes and consequences. 
Scholars especially interested in the 
US-China trade war will find a wealth 
of content. Instructors will find much 
connecting current events with course 
material about international political 
economy.’

 – Stephen Chaudoin, Harvard University, US

2022  448 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 569 2  £195.00 / $285.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Handbook on Oil and 
International Relations
Edited by Roland Dannreuther and 
Wojciech Ostrowski, University of 
Westminster, UK
‘The Handbook on Oil and International 
Relations surveys a vast field of scholarship 
in a manner that is both authoritative 
and insightful. The contributors, who are 
some of the top scholars in their respective 
areas, bring to bear a considerable degree 
of theoretical sophistication, while their 
empirical grasp of specific regions is 
invaluable. This fills a gap in the field and 
will be read widely.’

– Ricardo Soares de Oliveira, University of Oxford, UK

Aug 2022  488 pp  Hardback. 978 1 83910 754 2. £200.00 / $290.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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Elgar Encyclopedia of  
Public Management
Edited by Kuno Schedler, University of St. 
Gallen, Switzerland
‘In the dense landscape of reference works, 
this is the real thing. It brings together 
great scholars, offers a fascinating tour 
of the classics, and connects with today’s 
problems. It shows how far the field of public 
management has progressed, delivering 
relevant insights for public executives seeking 
to create public value.’

– Arjen Boin, Leiden University,  
the Netherlands

Aug 2022 424 pp Hardback  
978 1 80037 548 2 £200.00 / $320.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Encyclopedias in the Social Sciences series

How to Engage Policy Makers 
with Your Research
The Art of Informing and Impacting 
Policy
Edited by Tim Vorley, Syahirah Abdul 
Rahman and Lauren Tuckerman, Oxford 
Brookes University, UK and Phil Wallace, 
University of Manchester, UK
‘There is a growing interest in improving 
academic policy engagement in the UK and 
internationally. However, we still have a lot 
to learn about how to do this work better. 
This book provides a novel contribution, 
with authors drawn from UK government, 
parliament, research funders and academia. 
It focuses on three key areas: how academics articulate the value and 
relevance of research to policy, the different ways in which academic-
policy engagement occur and how research impacts upon policy. The 
contributors bring a vast amount of experience to bear on these topics 
and as such help to move forward our thinking on how academic-policy 
engagement might help to promote the use of research to support  policy 
making.’

– Annette Boaz and Kathryn Oliver, Transforming Evidence and London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, UK

2022  288 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 895 7  £100.00 / $145.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
How To Guides

Handbook on Politics  
and Public Opinion
Edited by Thomas J. Rudolph, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, US
‘In the face of widespread polarisation, 
democracies in retreat, and crises of 
global proportions, a need has arisen to 
explore the individual and societal causes, 
interactions, and implications of these 
profound developments. This impressively 
comprehensive Handbook addresses this 
challenging task by focusing on the central 
role of public opinion, leaving hardly any 
question unanswered.’

– Sonja Zmerli, Sciences Po Grenoble, France

Aug 2022  480 pp  Hardback. 978 1 80037 960 2  £200.00 / $290.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Handbooks in Political Science

Handbook of Regulatory 
Authorities
Edited by Martino Maggetti, University of 
Lausanne, Switzerland, Fabrizio Di Mascio, 
University of Torino and Alessandro 
Natalini, Lumsa University of Rome, Italy
‘Regulatory authorities are as important 
as they are misunderstood. This volume 
is essential reading for scholars and 
practitioners interested in how these 
organizations operate and how they shape 
public policy.’

– Anthony Bertelli, Pennsylvania State 
University, US

Aug 2022  528 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 898 3  £210.00 / $305.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

China in Central Europe
Seeking Allies, Creating Tensions
Gabriela Pleschová, Comenius University, 
Bratislava, Slovakia
‘In her pioneering research Gabriela 
Pleschova investigates a complex 
international relationship. Chinese 
migrants have found their way for better 
life in Hungary, the country which has 
hosted the largest Chinese community 
in Central Europe. However, Hungarians 
increasingly felt mistrust and fear toward 
the collaboration of the authoritarian 
Orbán regime and the Chinese Communist 
government. These contradictory processes 
are analyzed in this fascinating book.’

– András Bozóki, Central European University, Austria

Aug 2022. 168 pp. Hardback  978 1 80037 184 2. £75.00 / $110.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
New Horizons in East Asian Politics series

Teaching Political Theory
A Pluralistic Approach
Nicholas Tampio, Fordham University, US
‘This book is exceptionally impressive in its 
breadth – contemporary and historical, 
Western and non-Western, analytical and 
critical/continental. This is the future of 
political theory.’

– Adrian Blau, King’s College London, UK

Sept 2022 c 232 pp Hardback  
978 1 80037 386 0 c £85.00 / c $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Guides to Teaching
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TEXTBOOK

Advanced Introduction to 
Megaprojects
Nathalie Drouin, Université du Québec 
à Montréal (ESG UQAM), Canada 
and KHEOPS, International Research 
Consortium on the Governance of Large 
Infrastructure Projects and Rodney 
Turner, University of Leeds School of Civil 
Engineering and the University of Warwick 
Advanced Manufacturing Group, UK
‘Successful megaprojects are a rare 
species. But here’s a book about exactly 
this. The Elgar Advanced Introduction to 
Megaprojects is a must read for anyone 
interested in megaprojects. We all need to learn from the successes in the 
field.’

– Bent Flyvbjerg, University of Oxford, UK

Sept 2022  c 224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 331 4  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
Sept 2022  Paperback  978 1 80088 333 8  c £15.95 / c $24.95 
eTextbook
Elgar Advanced Introductions series
Course leaders – access your examination copy

The Role of Cities in International 
Relations
The Third-generation of Multi-level 
Governance?
Agnieszka Szpak, Nicolaus Copernicus 
University, Robert Gawłowski, WSB 
University in Bydgoszcz, Joanna 
Modrzyńska, Nicolaus Copernicus 
University, Paweł Modrzyński, UTP 
University of Sciences and Technology 
in Bydgoszcz and Michał Dahl, Nicolaus 
Copernicus University, Poland
‘Cities have increasingly captured the 
imagination of international scholars 
and practitioners. This “rise” to fame is much talked about, but the 
international legal practicalities often remain overlooked and in need 
of tangible insights. Taking us on a much welcome empirical tour 
between security, climate, innovation and migration, The Role of Cities in 
International Relations does just that for European cities, with a timely 
intervention rooted in clear research material – a useful read for lawyers 
and legal, as much as IR, scholars alike!’

– Michele Acuto, University of Melbourne, Australia

Sept 2022. c 264 pp  Hardback. 978 1 80088 442 7  c £90.00 / c $130.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Cities series

Handbook of Environmental 
Impact Assessment
Edited by Alberto Fonseca, Federal 
University of Ouro Preto, Brazil
‘This Handbook marks 50 years of 
environmental impact assessment 
practice, addressing contemporary issues 
in an innovative and engaging manner. It 
captures the state of the art provided by a 
diverse group of theorists and practitioners 
drawn from all around the world, before 
outlining possible directions for the next 50 
years.’

– Angus Morrison-Saunders, Edith Cowan 
University, Australia

Sept 2022  c 480 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 962 6  c £200.00 / c $290.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks on Impact Assessment series

Rethinking Agricultural  
and Food Policy
Wyn P. Grant, Emeritus Professor of 
Politics, University of Warwick, UK
‘Food – what we eat and how it is produced 
– has become a hot button issue. In this 
book, Wyn Grant draws on his deep 
knowledge and experience of agricultural 
and food policies to provide an up-to-date 
and accessible introduction to the policies 
and politics of food. This book enriches the 
contemporary debate on transforming our 
food system by systematically outlining 
the challenges it faces and exploring the 
changes that are required.’

– Alan Matthews, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

2022  192 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 120 4  £75.00 / $110.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Rethinking Political Science and International Studies series

The Governance of Water 
Innovations
To Quench a Thirst
David Lewis Feldman, University of 
California, Irvine, US
‘David Feldman has done it again. With 
his latest book, The Governance of Water 
Innovations, he reminds us of the limits of 
technology in governing water. In a time 
when we are searching for solutions to solve 
our water woes, Feldman appropriately 
calls for a more democratic, public engaged 
process.’
– Andrea K. Gerlak, University of Arizona, US

Aug 2022. c 224 pp. Hardback  978 1 80088 204 1. £85.00 / $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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Teaching Undergraduate Political 
Methodology
Edited by Mitchell Brown, Auburn 
University, Shane Nordyke, University 
of South Dakota and Cameron G. Thies, 
Michigan State University, US
‘These chapters on political science research 
methods are absolutely wonderful! They 
can help to develop a methods curriculum, 
a methods course syllabus, or a methods 
assignment.  The book is filled with practical 
advice, examples, and helpful tools from 
seasoned faculty who cover a wide range of 
research related topics!’
– Lonna Atkeson, Florida State University, US

Aug 2022  256 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 546 2  £100.00 / $140.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Guides to Teaching

Debating Biopolitics
New Perspectives on the 
Government of Life
Edited by Marco Piasentier, University 
of Jyväskylä, Finland and Sara Raimondi, 
New College of the Humanities at 
Northeastern, UK 
‘This book is a wonderful guide to how 
contemporary understandings of life (both 
biological and political) become central 
to its governance. This is all the more vital 
as biopolitics is at the moment perhaps 
the most dynamic field of thought in the 
humanities and social sciences. From 
debates over COVID-19 responses to the 
governance of climate change, biopolitical  
framings are at the heart of social and political contestation.’

– David Chandler, University of Westminster, UK

Aug 2022  232 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 796 1  £90.00 / $135.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

The Institutional Context of 
Public–Private Partnerships
Lessons from the Arab States of the 
Gulf Cooperation Council
Mhamed Biygautane, The University of 
Melbourne, Australia
‘Much of the literature on PPPs examines 
project-level partnerships involving the 
procurement of specific long-term public 
infrastructure, along with critical success 
factors. As the title of the book indicates, 
Mhamed Biygautane takes a very 
different and ground breaking approach 
to the subject, exploring the role of the 
institutional environments and dynamics, 
challenging the prevailing Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
(EPC) model. This clearly written volume draws on case studies of the 
institutional structure of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Qatar.’

– Mervyn K. Lewis, University of South Australia

Sept 2022  c 288 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 013 3  c £95.00 / c $135.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Party Realignment in Western 
Europe
Electoral Drivers and Global 
Constraints
Magnus Hagevi, Linnaeus University, Sofie 
Blombäck, Mid Sweden University, Marie 
Demker, Jonas Hinnfors, University of 
Gothenburg and Karl Loxbo, Stockholm 
University, Sweden
‘An innovative study of the changing forces 
reshaping party competition in Western 
Europe, the authors argue that electoral 
realignment, combined with globalization’s 
constraints on national politics, provide 
new challenges for political parties in 
representative democracies. The book will be essential reading for 
students of elections and political parties.’

– Pippa Norris, Harvard University, US

2022  288 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 472 4  £95.00 / $135.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
New Horizons in European Politics series

Clusters of Innovation in the Age 
of Disruption
Edited by Jerome S. Engel, University of 
California, Berkeley, US
‘How do entrepreneurs, risk capital and 
corporate Innovation strategy come 
together to form an innovation cluster? 
Clusters of Innovation in the Age of 
Disruption provides a framework for 
understanding how this happens. This 
essential text updates the innovation 
cluster framework and provides a series 
of case studies on urban clusters and 
national strategies. Insightful, intuitive and 
intelligent – Clusters of Innovation in the 
Age of Disruption is a guide to creating value out of chaos.’

– Steve Blank, Stanford University, US

2022  480 pp Hardback 978 1 80088 515 8  £135.00 / $200.00  
eBook • Elgaronline

Teaching Graduate Political 
Methodology
Edited by Mitchell Brown, Auburn 
University, Shane Nordyke, University 
of South Dakota and Cameron G. Thies, 
Michigan State University, US
‘Graduate political methodology teaching 
requires taking students from consumers to 
producers of knowledge and these chapters 
offer excellent, short, practical, and helpful 
advice to support this mission.  Whether it 
is writing a syllabus, suggestions for course 
content, or larger department conversations 
around building a graduate curriculum this 
book covers it.’

– Lonna Atkeson, Florida State University, US

Sept 2022  368 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 527 1  c £115.00 / c $170.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Guides to Teaching
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Imagining Pathways for Global 
Cooperation
Edited by Katja Freistein, University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Germany, Bettina 
Mahlert, University of Innsbruck, Austria, 
Sigrid Quack and Christine Unrau, 
University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
‘This exciting collection combines sharp 
theoretical analysis with a rich array of 
illuminating case studies to show the 
powerful role played by creative human 
imagination in shaping transformative 
processes of global cooperation. In 
departure from established understandings 
of global change as rigidly constrained by 
deterministic historical structures or rationalized institutional procedures, 
it makes a compelling case that processes of collective imagining – 
drawing together symbolic representations, emotions, and normative 
beliefs – can forge new cooperative pathways in confronting the 
challenges of 21st century world politics.’

– Terry Macdonald, University of Melbourne, Australia

Sept 2022  c 288 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 580 0  c £100.00 / c $145.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

TEXTBOOK

Advanced Introduction to 
Elections and Voting
Ian McAllister, Australian National 
University, Australia
‘Ian McAllister is one of the most 
distinguished political scientists today, who 
has devoted his academic life to researching 
and writing on elections and voting 
behaviour. This Advanced Introduction 
draws together his considerable expertise 
in this field to provide the definitive 
introduction to the subject, covering the 
context of elections, the significance of 
party loyalties, how citizens participate in 
elections, and the factors influencing the individual vote decision.’

– David Farrell, University College Dublin, Ireland

Sept 2022  c 160 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 750 7  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
Sept 2022  Paperback  978 1 80220 752 1  c £15.95 / c $24.95 
eTextbook
Elgar Advanced Introductions series
Course leaders – access your examination copy

Rethinking Public Choice
Richard E. Wagner, George Mason 
University, US
‘Rethinking Public Choice is an elegantly 
written book of thoughtful and deep 
insights that present a powerful vision of 
economics as a social science. Wagner’s 
modern framework of entangled political 
economy unifies public choice theory, 
constitutional economics, political economy 
and evolutionary economics. This is the 
perfect companion for students of public 
choice.’ 

– Jason Potts, RMIT University, Australia

Sept 2022  192 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 473 5  c £75.00 / c $110.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Rethinking Economics series

The Rise of Populism in Central 
and Eastern Europe
Edited by Simona Kukovič, University 
of Ljubljana, Slovenia and Petr Just, 
Metropolitan University Prague, Czech 
Republic
‘The Rise of Populism in Central and Eastern 
Europe provides an insightful and valuable 
overview of how some political parties and 
actors have capitalised on the gradual 
rejection of the liberal elite censuses across 
post-communist countries of central and 
eastern Europe. The book is well crafted 
and skilfully edited to present chapters, 
from across central and eastern Europe, 
which provide a series of explorations as to how citizen alienation from 
political elites and the liberal consensus can see the rise of new political 
movements which challenge the established order. The book is an 
excellent addition to our knowledge and understanding of developing 
political phenomena.’

– Colin Copus, Emeritus Professor of Local Politics, De Montfort 
University, Leicester and Visiting Professor, Ghent University, Belgium

Sept 2022  c 240 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 552 7  c £90.00 / c $135.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Public-Private Collaborations  
for Long-Term Investments
Converging Towards Public Value 
Generation
Veronica Vecchi, SDA Bocconi School of 
Management, Francesca Casalini, SDA 
Bocconi School of Management, Italy and 
University of St. Gallen, Switzerland and 
Niccolò Cusumano, SDA Bocconi School of 
Management, Italy
‘The business of business is being 
redefined before our very eyes: inclusion, 
sustainability, impact and ESG are now 
integrated into most investment decisions. 
Much more needs to be done as Agenda 2030 will not be met until “all 
hands on deck”. This book can serve as a good starting point for this 
critical collaboration.’

– Royston Braganza, Grameen Capital

2022  128 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 560 2  £65.00 / $99.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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Political Change  
through Social Innovation
A Debate
Frank Moulaert, KU Leuven, Belgium, 
Bob Jessop, Lancaster University, Erik 
Swyngedouw, University of Manchester, 
UK, Liana Simmons, Political Scientist, 
Food Activist, Italy and Pieter Van den 
Broeck, KU Leuven, Belgium
‘This thought-provoking volume sits at the 
nexus of social innovation and democratic 
political theory and practice. Leading 
international scholars compare and 
confront different approaches to nurturing 
emancipatory social change in a world 
increasingly encountering populist politics and ruptures to “democratic” 
systems. It provides a valuable landmark for anyone interested in 
solidarity-based social relations and the potential for social political 
change.’

– Jean Hillier, RMIT University, Australia

2022  176 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 513 4  £75.00 / $110.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Dialogues series

The Role of the Public Sector
Economics and Society
Bent Greve, Roskilde University, Denmark 
‘Recent years have witnessed the “Return 
of the State” after decades of spreading 
neo-liberalism and market ideology. Bent 
Greve’s book is a very well written text able 
to capture the old and new roles of the 
public sector in contemporary societies. It 
provides interesting and valuable insights 
both for scholars and students into how the 
relationship between the state, the market 
and society has been evolving and the 
present and future challenges.’

– Emmanuele Pavolini, University of 
Macerata, Italy

Aug 2022  160 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 560 8  £75.00 / $99.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Speaking Truth to Power
Expertise, Politics and Governance
Benjamin Ginsberg and Collin Paschall, 
Johns Hopkins University, US
‘Ginsberg and Paschall, two experts in their 
own right, have produced a provocative 
book about the role of expertise in politics 
and policy-making. Amidst a host of 
illuminating examples and serious 
arguments, a core insight leaps out at 
the reader – that expertise is both a 
“counterweight to power” and a “weapon for 
the powerful”.’
– Kenneth A. Shepsle, Harvard University, US   

Sept 2022  c 144 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 762 6  c £65.00 / c $99.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Policy, Administrative and Institutional Change series
 
 
 

Promoting Religious Freedom in 
an Age of Intolerance
Barbara Ann Rieffer-Flanagan, Central 
Washington University, US
‘In calling for a “coherent multilayered 
approach” to promote religious freedom, 
this thoughtful and comprehensive book of 
keen insight details the messy process of 
progress, offering comparative perspectives, 
policies and practices from around the 
world that can teach us all. Promoting 
Religious Freedom in an Age of Intolerance 
is that rare read of ready reference relevant 
to academics and activists alike.’

– Chris Seiple, President Emeritus, Institute 
for Global Engagement, US

Sept 2022  c 232 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 586 8  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Studies in Human Rights

How to Manage International 
Multidisciplinary Research 
Projects
Edited by Linda Hantrais, Loughborough 
University and London School of 
Economics and Political Science, UK
‘It is the unique blend of theoretical analysis 
and practical case studies that makes 
this guide an essential tool for mid-career 
and more established researchers as 
they prepare to manage, coordinate or 
participate in the development and delivery 
of complex international multidisciplinary 
collaborative research projects, which 
are essential in tackling global societal 
challenges.’

– Dave Filipović-Carter, Education-Training Ltd

Aug 2022  224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 471 1  £90.00 / $130.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
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